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R47DispatchesMotor Development: Activity Matters After AllDeveloping spinal networks are constructed through the integration of local
microcircuits and the ongoing incorporation of later-developing neurons. This
process is dependent on neuronal activity prior to synaptogenesis.Peter Wenner
Despite intense study over many
years, we still have a relatively poor
understanding of how networks are
formed in the developing nervous
system. Early studies suggested that
spiking activity in these embryonic
networks was not necessary for the
construction of appropriately behaving
circuitry. Rather, activity was thought to
refine the connections within circuits
that were first laid down through
ageneticblueprint.More recentstudies,
however, have demonstrated that early
bouts of activity, and their associated
neurotransmitter signaling and calcium
transients, appear to have an essential
role in building these nascent circuits
[1]. In thedeveloping spinal cord, before
synaptic connectivity is established,
calcium transients have been shown
to influence the development of
cellular excitability (via expression of
voltage-gated ion channels), axon
pathfinding, and neurotransmitter
specification [2–4]. As they report in this
issue of Current Biology, Warp et al. [5]
have elegantly demonstrated a new
function for this early activity in the
construction of spinal circuitry. They
have accomplished this using
longitudinal studies, following individual
neurons in vivo through a period of
spinal network development in the
zebrafish embryo. The authors
demonstrate that these developing
circuits are constructed by assembling
small groups of synchronized neurons
into larger networks, and through the
incorporation of later developing
neurons; these processes are
dependent on normal levels of activity
in a subset of spinal neurons at very
early stages of development.
Over 100 years ago, experiments
were carried out that tested the role
of sodium-dependent spiking activity
in developing circuits [6]. Salamander
embryos were developed under
anesthetic until the stage that they
would normally be able to swim; withinminutes after being removed from the
paralyzing agent, the swimming
behavior of the activity-blocked
embryos was indistinguishable from
controls. In later studies, Xenopus
embryos were raised under different
immobilizing anesthetics and more
detailed analyses made of their
behaviors. Swimming and motoneuron
activation patterns were found to be
very similar in tadpoles that had been
raised in the absence or presence of
normal activity, thereby corroborating
the earlier studies [7,8]. This work
supported the idea that the
sodium-dependent spiking activity in
developing circuits was not necessary
for the construction of networks
expressing normal behaviors. More
recent work, however, has begun to
suggest a functional importance of
activity in these nascent networks.
Two different forms of activity
have been observed in developing
networks [9]. The first class of spiking
activity involves calcium transients
that either occur independently
in individual neurons, or are
synchronously expressed in many gap
junction-coupled neurons (Figure 1A).
As described above, this activity has
been shown to be important in cellular
excitability, axon pathfinding, and
neurotransmitter specification. Later
in development, a second class of
spontaneous network activity
emerges that is reliant on synaptic
connections, and is mediated in
part by the depolarizing nature of
g-amino-butyric acid (GABA; Figure 1B)
[9,10]. In the developing spinal cord,
this synaptically-driven network
activity (also associated with calcium
transients) has been shown to be
important in axon pathfinding,
development of intrinsic excitability,
and the maturation of synaptic strength
[11–13]. Therefore, two separate forms
of activity are sequentially expressed
in early circuits and each appears to
have an important function in the
maturation of these networks.Warp et al. [5] have now added to
our understanding of network
development and establish a critical
additional role for the activity generated
by these circuits. The study combines
the power of optogenetics with the
access of the developing zebrafish, and
follows calcium transients in a subset
of neurons through the period in which
the basic building blocks of ventral
spinal circuits are assembled. Using a
genetically-encoded calcium indicator,
the authors found that calcium
transients in individual neurons are
initially synchronized across just a few,
similarly located neurons. Within two
hours, however, the activity is
synchronized across a large network
of neurons spanningmultiple segments
on one side of the cord, and now
alternates with the activity on the
contralateral side. The ipsilateral
network is thought to emerge through
the assembly of smaller local circuits,
as these networks are likely
formed through gap junctions. The
contralateral alternation of activity is
believed to be mediated by synaptic
interactions developing at the same
time as the gap junction mediated
ipsilateral circuit forms. In addition,
later-born neurons appear to go
through the same developmental
process (unsynchronized calcium
transients), and are later incorporated
into the existing synchronized network.
The authors show that this process
of incorporation is dependent on
normal levels of activity in the early
electrically-coupled network, by
reducing this activity via the expression
of a light-activated hyperpolarizing
channel, halorhodopsin.
As with any good study, several
new questions are raised by its
findings. The work demonstrates that
the normal synchronization of calcium
transients in neurons in the ipsilateral
network does not develop properly if
activity is reduced (halorhodopsin) for
one hour in a subset of spinal neurons
(motoneurons and one class of
interneuron). It is not clear whether
this disruption occurs because of the
hyperpolarization of later-developed
halorhodopsin-expressing neurons
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Figure 1. Two forms of activity in the developing network.
(A) Early in development, before networks are synaptically coupled, spiking activity and
associated calcium transients (red circles) are experienced in individual neurons (upper network)
or synchronously expressed in many neurons within the gap junction-coupled network
(lower network). (B) Once the network becomes synaptically connected, spiking activity and
associated calcium transients are expressed throughout the network as all neurons are recruited
through recurrent excitatory synaptic connections (glutamate and GABA/glycine).
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synchronized network, or if
earlier-developed halorhodopsin-
expressing neurons alter the circuit
such that the existing synchronized
network is now not competent to
incorporate later-developing neurons.
In addition, it will be important to
determine if hyperpolarization of other
subsets of spinal neurons could
similarly disrupt network construction.
Further, the study [5] clearly shows
that, at the inception of network
formation, the contralateral synaptic
connections produce alternation. It is
not yet clear how this alternation would
be mediated. In mature spinal networks
contralateral alternation is mediated
through chloride-dependent synaptic
inhibition. On the other hand, it is not
apparent that such synaptic inhibition
exists, as more mature zebrafish spinal
networks exhibit chloride-dependent
synapticdepolarizations [14].Finally, it is
interesting to think about the
original experiments that block
sodium-dependent spiking activity,
but give rise to spinal circuits that
express relatively normal locomotion.
It may be that sodium-dependent action
potentials were blocked, but calcium
transients and/or synaptic transmission
remained and supported important
developmental steps. Alternatively,activity may be important normally, but
developing circuits are capable of
compensating for the loss of this activity
through novel strategies that allow for
the generation of networks with
seemingly normal functional behavior.
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the RearA combination of biophysical perturbations and computer simulations shows
that leading edge protrusion in crawling cells increases membrane tension,
which constrains the protruding front to one side of the cell, thereby
maintaining its polarity.Alex Mogilner1,* and Jie Zhu1
Polarization — the ability to maintain
distinctive front, rear and sides — ischaracteristic of both single cells and
cells in tissues [1]. The signature
of motile cells’ polarization is
asymmetrical establishment of sites
